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By Claire P. Gutekunst 
 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo will soon have the opportunity to significantly improve the day-to-
day workings of New York's criminal justice system, by signing a bill passed by both 
houses of the Legislature. That bill would require the state to fund legal representation 
of indigent criminal defendants. The governor needs to act to ensure that New Yorkers 
whose lives and liberties are at stake receive meaningful legal representation.  
 
In 1963, in the well-known case of Gideon v. Wainwright, the U.S. Supreme Court held 
that the Constitution requires that indigent criminal defendants be provided with legal 
counsel at government expense. In 1965, New York imposed on the counties the 
financial responsibility for meeting the state's constitutional obligation under Gideon. 
This arrangement has led to a crisis in the delivery of these fundamental services in 
many parts of New York. 
Moreover, the quality of representation a defendant receives depends significantly on 
the amount of money the county in which the defendant is prosecuted has been able to 
devote to funding criminal-defense services, which varies widely around the state.  
 
Recognizing the problems it created, the state has begun to take steps to assume 
responsibility for meeting the constitutional mandate, which it is much better equipped to 
do than counties are. In 2010, the state created the State Office of Indigent Legal 
Services. Since then, that office has started to improve the quality of representation 
around the state. It financially assists, through grants, counties that have been unable to 
fund a quality program. With additional resources, some legal services providers in the 
public-defense system have been able to reduce what had been an unrealistic and 
unmanageable caseload for their lawyers. This has begun to allow lawyers to spend the 
time needed to effectively represent each of their clients.  
 
A further step forward resulted from a lawsuit brought by the New York Civil Liberties 
Union on behalf of indigent individuals who had not received meaningful public-defense 
services in five of the state's counties (Onondaga, Ontario, Schuyler, Suffolk and 
Washington). Hurrell-Harring v.State of New York squarely presented the issue of 
inadequate representation in the five counties. Cuomo recognized the problems created 
by imposing the financial burden on the counties and authorized the state to enter into 
an extensive and detailed pre-trial settlement, which required the state to fund criminal-
defense services in those five counties.  



 
New York state has begun to take steps to assume responsibility for meeting the 
constitutional mandate. Because of this year's action by the Legislature, the governor is 
in a position to take the next critical step forward in resolving the systemic difficulties 
that have arisen since 1965. The bill passed by both houses would provide for state 
funding of public-defense services in all of New York's counties, phased in over seven 
years. This would  
 
1. Treat all of the counties fairly instead of having only five be state-funded,  
 
2. Relieve all counties of the financial burden imposed by an unfunded mandate that, for 
some, has been difficult to meet and which can be borne more effectively by the state, 
and 
 
3. Ultimately ensure that eligible defendants represented through the public-defense 
system receive the quality legal representation to which they are constitutionally 
entitled, regardless of where they were prosecuted.  
 
The governor's approval of the bill would not only reduce the burden on county 
taxpayers but also create a source of funding that would give public-defense service 
providers throughout the state the resources they need to represent their clients in a 
manner consistent with a mandate imposed more than 50 years ago. The New York 
State Bar Association urges him to do so. 
 


